Third Age Network
Board Meeting – June 1st, 2021, by Zoom
Minutes
In attendance:
Cathy Spark, Barb Atlas, Carole Langford, Louise Pope, Graham Swanson, Virginia Clark, Jenny Birrell,
Sandra Kerr, Nancy Christie, Bill Chapman, John Willson, Sandy Thurston, Sheryl Danilowitz, Les Gagnon
Regrets: David Green, Sandy Leppan, Gaby Arato
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------1. Agenda
The agenda was approved, although the order of items was shifted somewhat.
2. Minutes of November 23, 2020
Moved by Carole Langford, seconded by Cathy Spark that the minutes of November 23, 2020 be
approved as circulated. Passed.
3. Actions arising:
• Cathy noted that most of the actions had been implemented;
• The Speaker’s List has been updated with over 100 new items and will be posted to the
website shortly;
• TAN is still looking for someone to take charge of the newsletter, or a communication
vehicle in another format (ideas welcome);
• Cathy encouraged organizations to send her copies of their agreements so they can be
shared as examples with others;
• Strategies related to creating sub-networks, and connecting collectively with retirement
homes could be dealt with through the TANPLAN process.
4. Membership Report
Louise reviewed her report, indicating that there are 28 members in good standing. She
recently met with Nipissing to help re-activate them on Zoom. There was some discussion that
using Zoom and being able to meet easily online has increased member networking and
engagement.
5. Updates
a. Member Data: Cathy noted that about 50% of member organizations have responded to
the update of member data. Part of the request for data was also the request for
permission to share basic rep contact information with other reps. A reminder will go
out shortly.
b. Copyright: Sandra Kerr reviewed the memo sent prior to the meeting, requesting that
TAN be the client so the legal opinion can be shared among all TAN members. It was
acknowledged that there are several options to consider about how to pay for the legal
fees, once the quotes are received.
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Motion: Moved by Sandra Kerr and seconded by Louise Pope/Sandy Thurston that the
Board provide approval in principle for the Executive Committee to engage, and fund
through a means to be confirmed, a copyright and intellectual property lawyer who will
provide a written opinion to be the basis for a guideline on copyright for Third Age
Network members. Passed.
Action: The Copyright Group will draft a request for quotes from 2 lawyers for the
Executive Committee. Barb Atlas has also shared LIFE’s draft copyright policy with the
Copyright Group. Once the quotes are received, The Executive Committee may need to
come back depending on the recommended option regarding payment of the legal fees.
c. Insurance: Carole reported TAN must have general liability if it wants to have Directors
& Officers’ Liability insurance, and the cost of the combination would be $1,000. There
were several comments that having D&O Liability coverage is critical even if it means
that member fees need to be increased. There was a question about whether TAN
Board members who are representing their own board would be covered by that
insurance for TAN as well.
Action: Carole will follow up with Cooperator’s Insurance to see if D&O liability
extends from a member’s own board insurance to their activities on TAN.
FOLLOW UP NOTE from Brad Barbour, Co-operators Insurance: “Directors and Officers
coverage is not transferable or stays with the organization that carries the coverage.
Therefore, any D&O with an organization would not cover someone working, advising or
sitting on another board or another group.”
6. Financial Report
a. 2020 Financial Statements
Motion: Moved by Carole Langford, seconded by Jenny Birrell, that the 2020 Financial
Statements be accepted. Passed.
b. Statement to May 25th, 2021
Carole noted that the revenue includes a generous donation from Mississauga Lifelong
Learning, and expenses include the website and bank charges only. The GIC is due on
June 5th, and Carole questioned whether it should be renewed in full or part. The
decision was made to renew, knowing that little would be lost in interest if we need to
cash the GIC for insurance or copyright.
Motion: Moved by Carole, seconded by John Willson, that the financial report be
approved. Passed.
7. TANPLAN
A PowerPoint was circulated prior to the meeting giving an overview of work done by the
TANPLAN Committee to date and asking Board members to focus on key questions and next
steps. These are highlights of the discussion:
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➢ What is the mission/purpose/role of local third age groups now, given the virtual world
where audiences are larger, smaller, different?
o Focus on local programs or no local loyalty?
o Do we continue our mandates re socialization?
o Global reach?
o Advocating for third age learning of many kinds
➢ Outreach beyond Ontario? There is a lot of development left to do in many parts of
Ontario, and with new ethnic groups, first nations, etc. Also things to learn from
national networking.
➢ TAN has always had a role as umbrella,
o to facilitate communication between groups and to support the development
of new groups. Do we need to change that?
o The relationship of groups with each other has shifted as geography has become
less meaningful – e.g. Guelph now has audience down through Niagara
o TAN’s role with members needs conversation: maybe it is a broker to help
groups piggyback on each other, collaborate differently
o E.g. could TAN facilitate regional groupings to publish their programs for the
year and encourage audiences to access any of them.
o TAN’s ongoing role in maintaining the speaker list is critical
➢ With audience changes, what are the corollary changes in revenue models?
➢ There is still uncertainty about when we will get to post-pandemic, and lots of impact
from isolation, a pent-up need for socialization. Does TAN have a different role to play
to address this that is different from other online ‘operators’?
➢ Lots of thinking about how to accommodate back in person with a hybrid model that
allows for livestreaming in winter, maintains social contact, keeps us nimble
➢ diversity and making inroads with various ethnic groups is an important issue
An 18 month threshold for the current plan seemed to be supported, and directors indicated
that they needed to check in with their Boards to know what they expected from TAN.
Action: The TANPAN committee will revise the survey to gather information directly from
members, and work to bring a preliminary/draft plan to the Executive/Board later in August.
Follow Up Note: The survey strategy was revised to zoom interviews with clusters of 2-3
member organizations over the summer.
8. Coming Up
a. The Annual Meeting will be online in September again this year. There was consensus
that this is a good way to engage more members at low cost for the annual meeting.
b. Information-Sharing sessions have attracted good numbers and a broader range of
participants. Topics for the next few sessions: Socialization in an online format, Hybrid
Solutions with a focus on implementation. The following topics were discussed for
potential: Basics of Long-Range Planning; Enticing audiences back to in-person venues;
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Part 2 of Cost & Revenue Models; Accessibility-related issues re websites, Zoom, Closed
captioning, etc; Grants and grant-writing.
c. E-Blast Communications: Cathy will initiate regular e-blasts to increase communication
to TAN members. They can include updates from Executive and Board meetings, and
other information.
d. ONCA: a small group will pull together some resources about the Ontario Not-for-Profit
Corporations Act to put in a folder on the website. Although it is not yet known when
the Act will be proclaimed, and there will be a grace period of 3 years for organizations
to comply with the new Act, it is anticipated that there will be changes needed to ByLaws and potentially membership structures.
Action: Cathy, Sandy and Louise will identify resource material for the website re
ONCA.
e. By-Laws: The Executive has done some preliminary review of the TAN By-Laws, and
noted that there are some changes required. A Task Group will be developed to review
the more urgent changes needed prior to the Annual Meeting.
Action: Please let Cathy know if you would like to participate in the short-term task
group re By-Law changes.
9. Member Issues
a. Cathy asked how many groups are using indigenous land acknowledgements. Most but
not all of the board members indicated that they are, often in the form of a PowerPoint
slide in the introduction to a session.
10. Next Meeting: The next Board meeting is scheduled for August 24th, 1 pm in preparation for
the Annual Meeting in September, and for updates on the Copyright and TANPLAN projects.
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